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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS007-BSS DIPLOMA IN FIRE FIGHTING
ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  APRIL-2016
FSS007-01   COMMUNICATIVE ENGLISH AND COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) Noun is a ...... Word
2) Brought  is ..... verb.
3) He is ...... the room.
4) Call out ......
5) .............. is father of computer
6) The 2nd hard disk of P.C. is called ..........
7) The short cut for Italic is ..............
8) Monitor of a computer is a ...............device
9) ........... are where the text is typed
10) ................. key is also used to select spelling command
11) Below the menu bar .................... bar appears
12) Computers can only understand ................ language
13) ____________________ was the first web browser
14) Consonants are ________in number
15) Esc used for _______.
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) What are the types of letters?
2) Define definite Article?
3) Define abstract noun?
4) Define proper noun?
5) Define countable nouns?
6) Degrees of comparison
7) What is Internet
8) MS access
9) Desktop
10) Del Command
11) Briefly explain the table menu in MS Excel
12) Enter
13) Prepare a leave application to your head of department
14) Adverbs
15) Define Conjunciton

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Explain few sentences using "shall, will"?
2) Write how to prepare bio-data for intervious
3) Edit
4) Print preview
5) Print view
6) Checking an injured (or) ill child (or) infant
7) Define kinds of participle
8) Explain in detail about Degrees of comparison?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Briefly explain storage unit
2) Explain about MS Excel application
3) Explain the keyboard
4) He ---------- studying in our  Institute
5) He  ------ swimming ------- the river
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS007-BSS DIPLOMA IN FIRE FIGHTING
ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  APRIL-2016
FSS007-03   BASIC SAFETY ENGINEERING

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) An incident which does not result in any injury, death or any other loss is known as ________
2) Accident in the workplace can be broadly classify into ________ and _________ accidents
3) _______________ is everybody's responsibility.
4) _______ is defined as harmful condition sustained but the body as the result of an accident.
5) _________ is aims of controlling the adverse effects of a major accident
6) ________________depends on the wind speed and direction.
7) Maximum life for cold work permit is _________
8) For erection and dismantling of scaffolds above 1.8m in height, which permit is issued? ___________
9) In what section, the workers participation is safety management __________
10) The term disaster owes its origin from the French word _________________
11) _____________________ has published building codes and guidelines for safe construction of buildings

against earthquakes.
12) The smell agent added to LPG gas is _________
13) Your first appearance is your ______________________
14) Leadership means ____________________
15) Leadership means not only personal growth but also the growth of the ___________
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) Define WMC?
2) How will you detect the leakage?
3) Define PPE?
4) What is first aid report?
5) Explain how the shape and orientation of buildings could reduce the damages due to cyclones.
6) Define risk transfer?
7) What do you mean by disaster occurrence?
8) How does capacity influence vulnerability?
9) Hazards are mainly classified into two categories. What are they?
10) Define a radioactive material?
11) What do manufacturers and importers of a 'hazardous substance' need to do?
12) What is a MSDS?
13) What are the requirements for labeling a 'hazardous substance'?
14) Is a 'hazardous substances' register the same as a 'dangerous goods' manifest?
15) What material is used to achene smothering?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) What is the role of safety supervisor's on safety management
2) Write a short note on Machine accident?
3) Explain electric arc welding?
4) Explain on-site emergency planning?
5) Write about short extension ladder
6) Write the procedure to construct Watch  room
7) What is Hazard? How it is classified?
8) What is the cause for Earthquakes? How they are measured? Which parts of India are more vulnerable for

frequent earthquakes?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Explain types of Disasters.
2) Explain Man-made Disaster
3) Compare any two disaster identification technology?
4) Describe the multiple causation theory and explain it with suitable examples?
5) What Safety measures are needed in material handling and rigging?
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS007-BSS DIPLOMA IN FIRE FIGHTING
ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  APRIL-2016
FSS007-04   FIRE PREVENTION AND CONTROL

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) _________ and ____________ are the chemical extinguishment agents
2) ___________ heat energy produces heat when an electric current flows through a conductor
3) When an alternating current is passed through a wire and induces a current in another wire parallel to

it, a form of heat is called ___________
4) Molecules are composed of even smaller particle, which are known as _________
5) Compound formed from identical molecules can only by broken down or changed by rearrangement of the

atoms, which is known as __________
6) Good ___________ helps to prevent fires.
7) _____ and _________ are the heat detectors.
8) Water mains are divided into three groups ______,      _____________,       and _____
9) To control the radiation heat, what are the methods adopted? a) Insulation     b) water cooling    c)

shielding of radiation    d) All of the above
10) Along with which elements, Local exhaust system is built? a) Hood    b) the duct or pipe    c) fan and

air fitter    d) all the above
11) What is called "Respiratory Arrest"?  a) Lungs stop working     b) Heart collapse    c) Spleen

malfunction    d) Nose blockage
12) Noise level below ________ decibel is considered to be safe for human a) 60 decibels    b) 25 decibels

c) 140 decibels    d) 180 decibels
13) The term __________________ includes all varieties of mass movements of hill slopes.
14) The ground shaking is caused by ________________ and ___________________
15) The term _______________ means the point at ground level directly above the hypocenter.
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) Expand DCP?
2) What are the major fire fighting appliances?
3) Exanad CABA?
4) What are the four main types of  displacement pumps?
5) Fire prevention is based on two principles. What are they?
6) Explain the operation methods for extinguisher
7) Define Starvation?
8) Define hydrant gears?
9) Expand FRS?
10) Define Duty pump?
11) Explain Infra red detector?
12) Define Cut off sprinkler?
13) Can you predict earthquake?
14) What are earthquakes?
15) Identify three major mitigation measures to reduce earthquake risk?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Discuss briefly the provisions in workmen's Compensation Act 1923
2) Explain the operation of hydrant?
3) How will you prepare for operating co2 flooding system?
4) What are the general characteristics of a cyclone?
5) Discuss classification of Disasters.
6) What is the importance of conducting camps in Events Management?
7) Explain the legal / financial problems the management has to face if safely measures taken by them are

found to be in-adequate.
8) Fire Extinguishing methods what?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Give a brief explanation on transmission of heat?
2) what are the steps followed to prevent fire in offices?
3) what are the causes of bus and coach engine fires?
4) what is dedicated protection & suppression in luxury bus?
5) Identify three major mitigation measures to reduce earthquake risk?


